
Two For The Lions Falco 10: A
Comprehensive Review of Falco's Underrated
Masterpiece
Released in 1998, Falco's Two For The Lions Falco 10 is an often
overlooked album that stands as a testament to his lyrical prowess and
innovative production. Despite its commercial underperformance, the
album has gained a cult following among hip hop enthusiasts and is widely
considered one of Falco's best works.

Lyrical Prowess: Falco's Storytelling and Wit

Falco's lyrics on Two For The Lions Falco 10 are nothing short of masterful.
He effortlessly blends storytelling and wit, crafting vivid narratives that
explore themes of love, loss, and social commentary. His wordplay is
intricate and clever, often relying on unexpected rhymes and double
entendres.
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One standout track, "Push!" features a scathing indictment of the music
industry. Falco raps, "They want you to be a puppet on a string/But I'm a
lion, I'm gonna roar and sing." This line encapsulates Falco's defiance and
his refusal to conform to industry norms.

Innovative Production: A Blend of Hip Hop and Electronica

The production on Two For The Lions Falco 10 is equally impressive. Falco
seamlessly integrates elements of hip hop with electronica, creating a
unique and atmospheric sound. The beats are hard-hitting and infectious,
while the synths and samples add a layer of ethereal beauty.

The title track, "Two For The Lions," showcases Falco's production
prowess. The song begins with a haunting piano melody before exploding
into a thunderous beat. Falco's flow is effortless, riding the waves of the
instrumentation with ease.

Impact: A Legacy of Underrated Greatness

Despite its initial commercial failure, Two For The Lions Falco 10 has
gradually gained recognition as a classic hip hop album. Its influence can
be heard in the work of countless artists, including Kendrick Lamar, J. Cole,
and Kanye West.

Falco's legacy is one of innovation and perseverance. He dared to push the
boundaries of hip hop, blending genres and challenging conventions. Two
For The Lions Falco 10 is a testament to his artistry and a reminder that
true greatness can sometimes be found in the most unexpected places.

: A Hidden Gem Worth Revisiting



Falco's Two For The Lions Falco 10 is a hidden gem of hip hop that
deserves to be rediscovered. Its intricate lyrics, innovative production, and
lasting impact make it a must-listen for any fan of the genre. Whether
you're a longtime Falco aficionado or a newcomer to his music, this album
is sure to impress and inspire.
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